YOU MAKE ME FEEL SO YOUNG

Words by
MACK GORDON

Music by
JOSEF MYROW

Duet with Charles Aznavour

Moderate swing $\frac{3}{4}$

\[ \text{Am7/D} \quad \text{Gdim7/D} \]

\[ \text{G6} \quad \text{Gdim7} \quad \text{Am7} \quad \text{Am7/D} \quad \text{A7dim7} \quad \text{G6/B} \quad \text{Gdim7} \]

F.S.: You make me feel so young:

\[ \text{Am7(§5)} \quad \text{D7} \quad \text{G6} \quad \text{G7(§9)} \quad \text{Cmaj9} \]

spring has sprung..

\[ \text{Ev'ry time} \quad \text{I see you grin,} \quad \text{I'm} \]

\[ \text{You Make Me Feel So Young - 8 - 1} \]
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such a happy individual.  C.A.: The moment that you speak,
I wanna run and play hide and seek.

F.S.: Wanna go and bounce the moon, just like a big toy balloon,

because: Both: You and I, we are

You make Me Feel So Young - 8 - 2
PF9509
just like a couple of toots, C.A.: running around the
meadow, F.S.: pickin' up all those forget-me-nots. C.A.: You know you-

make me feel so young: you make me feel there are songs-

to be sung, F.S.: lots of bells to be rung, Both: and a wonderful fling to be flung.
Bm7         E7(9)         Am11
F.S.: And even when I'm old and gray,

D13         G6         F13(#11)         E9
I'm gonna feel the way I do. Both: this here day, F.S.: because

Am7         Am7/D         G6         Gm6         Gdim7
Both: you make me feel so young.

F#dim7/G         Gdim7         Bdim7/G A6         Adim7
C.A.: You make me feel so young.
you make me feel like spring has sprung. F.S.: Ev'ry time I see you grin. Both: I'm such a cuckoo individual.

C.A.: The moment that you speak, I wanna run and play hide-and-seek. F.S.: Like to go and bounce the moon, like
a big fat balloon. C.A.: because: Both: You and I.

{ C.A.: we are just like a couple of tots,
F.S.: we are just like a couple of tots, }

running around the meadow, pickin' up all those for-

get-a-me-nots.

F.S.: You make me young,
C.A.: You make me you
young, make me feel there are songs to be sung, lots of bells to be rung.

Dmaj7 Gmaj7 Cm7 F7(+9)
and a wonderful fling to be flung.

F.S.: And even when I'm old

Bbm11 Eb13 A6 Gb13(#11)
C.A.: even when I'm old and gray,
I'm gonna feel the way I do this here

F9 Bbm7 Eb7(+9)
day, day,

because you make me feel so,
Cm7
G7(9) Fm7 Bm7

you make me feel so,

{ F.S.: you make me

E♭13(9)

C.A.: I feel, so very young, so very young,

Bm7

so very young.

you make feel

G9 A♭9sus

me so young.